Student Awards Reception
2019

Wednesday, November 27, 2019
8:00 – 9:30am / Desautels Hall

Opening Remarks:
Tiff Macklem
Dean

Followed by:
Jennifer Rosart, MBA 2012
Associate Director, Design & Strategy at Healthcare Human Factors
Previous Recipient of the University of Toronto PricewaterhouseCoopers
MBA Fellowship

In conversation with
David Cheng, MBA Candidate 2021
2019 Recipient of the University of Toronto PricewaterhouseCoopers
MBA Fellowship
As Rotman student award recipients, you are the next generation of leaders in business and society. You put into action Rotman’s mission to be a catalyst for positive change.

You have learned to test conventions, explore alternatives, and use the fundamental insights of management thinking to cut through the noise in an increasingly complex and inter-connected world. And we are confident you will bring Rotman’s transformative energy with you as you build better businesses, better communities, better countries – and ultimately a better world.

But you won’t do any of this alone. In fact, these awards are a reminder of the many people investing in you along the way.

Scholarships and awards help outstanding students gain the knowledge, skills and confidence they will need to thrive in a world of accelerating change.

By investing in you, our valued donors are amplifying our impact.

This year, we distributed 183 donor-funded scholarships and fellowships to students. We are very grateful to all our donors. Special mention goes to our donors who contributed to six new awards:

- Moffat/Wiseman Fellows
- Peter Christoffersen Scholarship
- Sandra Rotman Healthcare Scholarship
- Scotiabank Latin America Scholarships
- Sydney Cooper MBA Scholarship for Engineers
- Yuwei Zhang and Family Scholarship

The impact of these awards is profound and ensures that exceptional talent will continue to flourish at Rotman for decades to come.

Congratulations to our students on your outstanding achievements. And to our generous donors – thank you so much for supporting their success, and enhancing our collective impact.

Tiff Macklem
Dean
Master of Business Administration, Master of Finance, Master of Financial Risk Management and Master of Management Analytics Entrance Awards

These awards are offered on the basis of exceptional merit, or a combination of merit and financial need. In addition, some awards recognize excellence in a particular area. The following are recipients of the 2019 MBA, MFin, MFRM and MMA entrance awards.

ALBERT & TERESA LI SCHOLARSHIP
Established by alumnus Albert Li (MBA 88) and his wife Teresa, this award supports an incoming student in the Full-Time, Evening or Morning MBA program.

Chien-Hsuan Lin (MBA 21)

CIBC BASC/MBA SCHOLARSHIPS
Established by the Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering and the Rotman School, the Jeffrey Skoll BASc/MBA program provides a fast track for students to earn their Bachelor’s degree in engineering and an MBA in approximately six years. These scholarships are awarded to students entering the MBA program.

Alessandro Cairo (SKOLL/MBA 21)  Filip Kowalczyk (SKOLL/MBA 21)
Daniel Novielli (SKOLL/MBA 21)  Mark Chaboryk (SKOLL/MBA 21)

CREATIVE DESTRUCTION LAB FELLOWSHIP
The CDL Fellowship was created to unlock the entrepreneurial ambitions of incoming Rotman students who are committed to exploring careers in entrepreneurship and start-ups. Selected students are supported by financial awards, a paid internship with a CDL venture, guaranteed placement in the CDL strategic courses, and sponsored access to key events.

Angela Tianqi Li (MBA 22)  Luis Ramirez (MBA 21)
Anirudh Krishnakumar Iyer (MBA 22)  Mann Dhillon (MBA 21)
Ciaran Arthur Dunn (MBA 21)  Maxim Ginsburg (MBA 21)
Denis Burkov (MBA 21)  Michelle Anne Molas (MBA 21)
Dhruv Rasik Gudka (MBA 21)  Mykhailo Lyzanets (MBA 21)
Dylan Alexander Young (MBA 22)  Ngoc Diep Nguyen (MBA 21)
Emilija Davidovic (MBA 21)  Ru Bin Tan (MBA 21)
Howard Swartz (MBA 22)  Saloni Janak Sheth (MBA 21)
Isabella Brito Gondim (MBA 21)
DATATHON ENTRANCE AWARD
Awarded to MMA students that competed in the Rotman MMA Datathon case competition and won one of the prizes.

**Eric Nielsen** (MMA 2O)  
**Yoseph Zuskin** (MMA 2O)

DAVID CRAWFORD AND JULIA HOLLAND SCHOLARSHIP
Awarded to a student entering a Rotman School of Management Graduate Program based on academic merit.

Anonymous

DAVID J. SKURKA ENTRANCE AWARD
Established by David J. Skurka (MBA 97). To be awarded to an entering Full-Time MBA student with preference given to a student with an interest in finance who plans to pursue a career working in financial institutions. Selections will be based on academic merit.

**Jose Alancherry** (MBA 21)

DEAN’S FELLOWSHIP
Established by Michael Bregman and his late father, Louis Bregman, this fellowship is awarded to a student who has demonstrated leadership potential through their work experience or extra-curricular activities, and who has exhibited high academic performance in their undergraduate education and GMAT scores.

**Piotr Antoni Kluz** (MBA 22)

DEAN’S SCHOLARS

**Brian Michael Page** (MBA 21)  
**Woo Chun Shim** (MBA 21)  
**Munib Rehman** (MBA 21)

DEAN’S SCHOLARSHIP
Established by Professor Tom Wilson from the Department of Economics, this scholarship is awarded to an outstanding student entering the joint JD/MBA program.

**David Yossef Elhadad** (JD/MBA 22)

DIESTEL FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP
Established by David Diestel (MBA 02). This award is given to an entering Full-Time MBA student with preference given to an international student with a demonstrated interest in entrepreneurship from a family business background.

**Mikel Andrés Laverde Perea** (MBA 21)

DR. SAM AND DR. DORIS LAU MBA FELLOWSHIP IN FINANCE
Created in 1998 by University of Toronto volunteers Drs. Sam and Doris Lau, this fellowship is awarded to a student with a finance focus.

**Sean Swift** (MBA 21)

EVENING MBA EXCELLENCE AWARD - ENTRANCE AWARD - EVENING MBA PROGRAM
This award is based on academic merit.

**Alexander Hofmann** (MBA 22)  
**Krishnadas Mohanan** (MBA 22)  
**Gainan Yang** (MBA 22)
FORTE FOUNDATION FELLOWSHIP
Created to encourage women applying to and enrolling in MBA programs, the Forté Fellows Program offers fellowships to women pursuing an MBA education at sponsor business schools.

Aanandita Malik (MBA 21)  
Ada Wai Lam Kwong (MBA 21)  
Alexandra Margaret Brunet (MBA 21)  
Bryn Mackenzie Berry (JD/MBA 22)  
Chantal Jidoaku Chizea (MBA 21)  
Elsa Abi-Khalil (MBA 21)  
Emilija Davidovic (MBA 21)  
Farzana Musa (MBA 21)  
Grace Cheong (MBA 21)  
Janice Pong (MBA 21)  
Jessica Alicia Hoyle (MBA 21)  
Jinzixing Yuan (MBA 21)  
Jiani Wu (MBA 22)  
Laura Gomez-Cardona (MBA 21)  
Laura Guadalupe Chavira Razo (MBA 21)  
Lauren Christine Schulz (MBA 21)  
Mahima Kohli (MBA 21)  
Megan See Wa Hsu (MBA 22)  
Meredith Baade (MBA 21)  
Michelle Anne Molas (MBA 21)  
Minwen Lou (MBA 21)  
Qihui Li (MBA 21)  
Rohini Muthuvelan (MBA 21)  
Sarah Bresler (MBA 21)  
Shuya Liu (MBA 21)  
Tatjana Zaharova (MBA 22)  
Viktoriya Vaisbrot (MBA 22)  
Yael Dina Chapman (MBA 21)  
Yuan Wang (MBA 21)  
Yijia Gao (MBA 21)

GEOFF TABER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Established by Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt LLP, family, friends and colleagues of the late Geoff Taber. This award will be given to students with financial need, a demonstrated interest in entrepreneurship and those entering the MBA program of the combined JD/MBA program. Selections will also be based on academic merit.

Kelly Hawa (JD/MBA 22)

GORDON M. WATSON ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIP
Established in 1996 by John Watson (MBA 67) in honour of his father, Gordon M. Watson, this scholarship is awarded to a student who has experience in the fields of finance, investment banking, or security and who has successfully completed the Canadian Securities Course.

Franz Hargo Muljo (MBA 22)

GRI ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIP
This award is given to incoming students in the Master of Financial Risk Management program based on academic merit and demonstrated leadership potential.

Giancarlo Damiano (MFRM 20)

GRI WOMEN IN RISK MANAGEMENT ENTRANCE AWARD
This award is given to incoming students in the Master of Financial Risk Management program based on academic merit and demonstrated leadership potential.

Tetiana Sitiugina (MFRM 20)

HARVEY BOTTING ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIP
Established in 1999 by Harvey Botting (MBA 85), this scholarship is awarded to a student who has made a significant contribution to society through active community involvement and volunteerism or who has demonstrated leadership in their work experience.

Maxat Karimov (MBA 22)
HELEN J. ROTENBERG ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIP
Established in 2000 by E-L Financial Corporation in honour of Helen Rotenberg’s 15 years of service to the company, this award is given to an international or domestic student who has demonstrated a creative and integrative approach to investment management.

Abhishek Krishnamoorthy (MBA 22)

IAIN RONALD MBA FELLOWSHIP IN FINANCE
Established in 1999 by Iain Ronald, this fellowship recognizes academic excellence and is awarded to a student who plans to major in and pursue a career in finance.

Shamil Mehra (MBA 21)

J. SPENCER LANTHIER AWARD IN ACCOUNTING
Established in 1999 by J. Spencer Lanthier on his retirement as Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of KPMG Canada, this award is given to an entering MBA student with a background in accounting.

Francis Henry Xavier Laferriere (MBA 21)

JAMES D. FLECK ENTRANCE AWARD
Established by Professor Emeritus Jim Fleck, this award is granted to a student who has demonstrated a commitment to the not-for-profit sector.

Danya Leah Firestone (JD/MBA 22)

JANNIE MUI MBA ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIP
Established by alumna Esther Mui in memory of her mother, Jannie Mui, this scholarship is granted to an incoming MBA student with demonstrated leadership or community involvement.

Sonali Rana (MBA 22)

JOHN M. CASSADAY MBA FELLOWSHIP IN MARKETING
Established in 1998 by John Cassaday (MBA 81), this fellowship is awarded to an outstanding student planning to specialize in marketing.

Rebeca Figueroa (MBA 21)

JOSEPH D. SORBARA “INTEGRITY AT WORK” AWARD
Established by Paul Sorbara (MBA ’05) in honour of his father, Joseph. The entrance program award recognizes Full-Time MBA students with demonstrated entrepreneurial ambition, strong leadership qualities and community service involvement.

Saloni Janak Sheth (MBA 21)

MARITIME LIFE ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIP
Established by Maritime Life Assurance Company prior to its merger with Manulife Financial, this scholarship recognizes academic merit.

Gabriel Branagh Sutherland (JD/MBA 22)
MARY JANE FELKER FELLOWSHIP
Created by a gift from the estate of the late Mary Jane Felker, these fellowships are awarded to an entering student who has demonstrated outstanding academic achievement.

Acchintya S Talwarr (MBA 21)

MASTER OF FINANCE ALUMNI AND FRIENDS PRIZE
Established by alumni and friends of the Master of Finance program, this award supports an outstanding MFin student.

Renos Tryphonas (MFIN 21)

MASTER OF MANAGEMENT ANALYTICS DIRECTOR’S ENTRANCE AWARD
This award is based on merit


MOFFAT/WISEMAN FELLOWS
Established in spring 2019 by Marcia Moffat and Mark Wiseman, this award is given to entering Full-Time JD/MBA students who have demonstrated a strong desire to pursue the Rotman OnBoard Fellowship Program.

Bryn Mackenzie Berry (JD/MBA 22) Andre Damata (JD/MBA 22) Zachary Lechner-Sung (JD/MBA 22) Olivia Jade Martin (JD/MBA 22)

MORNING MBA EXCELLENCE ENTRANCE AWARD - MORNING MBA PROGRAM
This award is based on academic merit.

Piotr Antoni Kluz (MBA 22) Syed Shaheer Aziz (MBA 22) Anonymous (2)

NATIONAL BANK FINANCIAL MBA FELLOWSHIP
Established by National Bank in 2006, this fellowship recognizes academic excellence.

Bosong Gao (MBA 22)

PETER CHRISTOFFERSEN SCHOLARSHIP
Established through the generosity of family and friends of the late Peter Christoffersen, and faculty and staff at the Rotman School, this award is given to a student entering the Master of Financial Risk Management program who has displayed high academic merit as well as strong leadership and interpersonal skills.

Christopher Roger Drynan (MFRM 20)
**PRIDE FELLOWSHIP**
Launched in 2018 to recognize and support incoming candidates who are passionate, and have a demonstrated past involvement and contribution to LGBTQ+ initiatives.

- Korawit Booranakit (MBA 21)
- Laura Guadalupe Chavira Razo (MBA 21)
- Xianglong Zhang (MBA 21)

**REACHING OUT MBA FELLOWSHIP - FULL-TIME MBA PROGRAM**
Created as a joint effort between Rotman and Reaching Out to demonstrate that business schools are the top destination to develop the out LGBT and active ally business leaders of tomorrow. In addition to financing ROMBA fellow also receive access to exclusive mentorship and leadership development programming through Reaching Out.

- Aishwarya Nikam (MBA 21)
- Chitra Kannan (MBA 21)

**ROGER L. MARTIN SCHOLARSHIP**
Established by lead benefactor Marcel A. Desautels and other donors in honour of Roger L. Martin, this scholarship is awarded to a top international student.

- Prarthana Narayanan (MBA 21)

**ROTMAN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION FELLOWSHIP**
Established by the Alumni Association in 1995, this fellowship is awarded for academic excellence.

- Boxian Wang (MBA 21)

**ROTMAN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT ALUMNI ENTRANCE FELLOWSHIP**
This fellowship was created by Rotman School alumni to support MBA students.

- Ekaterina Tourkot (MBA 21)

**ROTMAN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT ENTRANCE AWARD - FULL-TIME MBA PROGRAM**

- Aaditi Lnu (MBA 21)
- Aanandita Malik (MBA 21)
- Abhijit Bhamidipati (MBA 21)
- Acchintya S Talwarr (MBA 21)
- Ada Wai Lam Kwong (MBA 21)
- Aditi Goyal (MBA 21)
- Ady Rubi Aguilar (MBA 21)
- Afton Susan Hiscox (MBA 21)
- Agilya Tultabayeva (MBA 21)
- Ahmad Nazir (MBA 21)
- Ahmed Malik (MBA 21)
- Aishwarya Nikam (MBA 21)
- Akhshaan Kamdar (MBA 21)
- Alex Fernando Najera Barahona (MBA 21)
- Alexander Lloyd (MBA 21)
- Alexandra Margaret Brunet (MBA 21)
- Ali Rizk (MBA 21)
- Alvaro Andres Alonso Donayre Delgado (MBA 21)
- Amanda Lewis (MBA 21)
- Amrutha Raghavendra Rao (MBA 21)
- Ana Carolina Baseio (MBA 21)
- Anastasia Tannudjaja (MBA 21)
- Andrea Poile (MBA 21)
- Ankur Bhalla (MBA 21)
- Anthony Koundourakis-Soares (MBA 21)
- Antonella Ivette Hidalgo Moreno (MBA 21)
- Artur Shigapov (MBA 21)
- Ashwin Sanjay Chhabria (MBA 21)
- Bashir Chalabi (MBA 21)
- Behram Rustom Modi (MBA 21)
- Benjamin Ritt Castle (MBA 21)
- Bhargav Dayanand Pai (MBA 21)
- Bhavya Arora (MBA 21)
- Bingqing Xu (MBA 21)
Bolin Wu (MBA 21)
Boxian Wang (MBA 21)
Braden Neil Gordon (MBA 21)
Brian Michael Page (MBA 21)
Bushra Alam (MBA 21)
Chang Liu (MBA 21)
Chantal Jidoaku Chizea (MBA 21)
Charles Elder Deacon (MBA 21)
Charu Nanda (MBA 21)
Chenqi Wu (MBA 21)
Chien-Hsuan Lin (MBA 21)
Ciaran Arthur Dunn (MBA 21)
Congyi Gao (MBA 21)
Cory Alexander Bryck (MBA 21)
Dania Alva Sierra (MBA 21)
Daniel Seet (MBA 21)
Daniel Wesley Simmonds (MBA 21)
Danshi Liu (MBA 21)
Deeksha Machhral (MBA 21)
Denis Burkov (MBA 21)
Derek Barnes (MBA 21)
Dhruv Rasik Gudka (MBA 21)
Divya Rakesh Jain (MBA 21)
Ekaterina Tourkot (MBA 21)
Elsa Abi-Khalil (MBA 21)
Emiliano Porras Fraga (MBA 21)
Emilija Davidovic (MBA 21)
Erik Joseph Bracciodieta (MBA 21)
Erika Balcazar Tavera (MBA 21)
Erin Yoko Tsutsumoto (MBA 21)
Eun-Hyoung Ko (MBA 21)
Farhad Hajiyev (MBA 21)
Farzana Mussa (MBA 21)
Francis Henry Xavier Laferriere (MBA 21)
Frank Otabor (MBA 21)
Fraser James Pepall Christie (MBA 21)
Gena Krikler (MBA 21)
Grace Cheong (MBA 21)
Guleeka Dhawan (MBA 21)
Hanbo Tian (MBA 21)
Hang Thi Diem Vu (MBA 21)
Hao Yu Ji (MBA 21)
Huimin Zou (MBA 21)
Ibrahim Satir (MBA 21)
Ilya Kuznetsov (MBA 21)
Isabella Brito Gondim (MBA 21)
Jamie Lee (MBA 21)
Janice Pong (MBA 21)
Jaskaranjit Singh Rai (MBA 21)
Jason Christopher McDonnell (MBA 21)
Jean Pierre Fort Del Rio (MBA 21)
Jessica Alicia Hoyle (MBA 21)
Jimena Vergara (MBA 21)
Jimmy Lim Ii Cuison Fernandez (MBA 21)
Joel John (MBA 21)
Jose Alancherry (MBA 21)
Joshua Daniel James Graham (MBA 21)
Juan Sebastian Bohorquez (MBA 21)
Julian Torres Cabra (MBA 21)
Julien Russell Brunet (MBA 21)
Justine Ashley Tainsh (MBA 21)
Kavya Haridas Pai (MBA 21)
Khadija Mubasher (MBA 21)
Korawit Booranakit (MBA 21)
Krishna Dhruv Verma (MBA 21)
Krunal Billimoria (MBA 21)
Krupa Samir Kapadia (MBA 21)
Kyunglyung Park (MBA 21)
Lalita Lavanya Madhyanam (MBA 21)
Laura Gomez-Cardona (MBA 21)
Laura Guadalupe Chavira Razo (MBA 21)
Lauren Christine Schulz (MBA 21)
Lei Tuo (MBA 21)
Luis Ramirez (MBA 21)
Luke D Nystrom (MBA 21)
Madhur Goyal (MBA 21)
Mann Dhillon (MBA 21)
Maxim Ginsburg (MBA 21)
Melbin Thomas Jose (MBA 21)
Medita Baade (MBA 21)
Michelle Anne Molas (MBA 21)
Midhun Chandran (MBA 21)
Miguel Fernando Ballesteros Nader (MBA 21)
Mikel Andrés Laverde Perea (MBA 21)
Mina George Hafez Labib (MBA 21)
Minwen Lou (MBA 21)
Mostapha Haidar (MBA 21)
Munib Rehman (MBA 21)
Mykhailo Lyzanets (MBA 21)
Navjit Kaur Brar (MBA 21)
Neha Upadhyay (MBA 21)
Ngoc Diep Nguyen (MBA 21)
Nikhil Dewan (MBA 21)
Novalee Alaine Davy (MBA 21)
Nuttanit Noppanich (MBA 21)
Olesandra Dziubenko (MBA 21)
Olumide Ajibola Folorunso (MBA 21)
Omeet Singh (MBA 21)
Omotayo Ifeolu Fajebi (MBA 21)
Orlando Mario Gutierrez (MBA 21)
Pavan Gopichand Talreja (MBA 21)
Ponnappa Aiyanna (MBA 21)
Prarthana Narayan (MBA 21)
Priti Vyankatragam Kairamkonda (MBA 21)
Qihui Li (MBA 21)
Rahul Kashyap (MBA 21)
Rajarshi Das Gupta (MBA 21)
Rebeca Figueroa (MBA 21)
Rohini Muthuvelan (MBA 21)
Rohit Mathew (MBA 21)
Ru Bin Tan (MBA 21)
Ruchir Shubhro (MBA 21)
Ryan Kucan (MBA 21)
Saloni Janak Sheth (MBA 21)
Sarah Bresler (MBA 21)
Sean Mitchell Bloemfield (MBA 21)
Sean Swift (MBA 21)
Sebastian Hernandez Naranjo (MBA 21)
Sebastian Ibarguren (MBA 21)
Sergio Alonso Trujillo Lopez (MBA 21)
Sergio Santana (MBA 21)
Seyedeh Negar Shahkarami (MBA 21)
Shamael Mahmood (MBA 21)
Shamil Mehra (MBA 21)
Shannon Frances Woods (MBA 21)
Shanthi Purushotham (MBA 21)
Sharan Madhur Daswani (MBA 21)
Shekhar Dadhich (MBA 21)
Shiuh Liang (MBA 21)
Shuya Liu (MBA 21)
Siddharth Phanasgaonkar (MBA 21)
Siddharth Porwal (MBA 21)
Siyouan Wang (MBA 21)
Sleiman Hilal (MBA 21)
Sonal Gupta (MBA 21)
Spencer Dearborn-Yasui (MBA 21)
Stephanie Louise Looby (MBA 21)
Stephen Olusola Akinwale (MBA 21)
Stuart Lloyd Bacon (MBA 21)
Syeda Salwa Bakht (MBA 21)
Takreem Siddiqui (MBA 21)
Tanvi Kalra (MBA 21)
Tareg Grover (MBA 21)
Tasneem Hoda (MBA 21)
Thomas Michael Whitfield (MBA 21)
Thuy Phan (MBA 21)
Tianshi Ji (MBA 21)
Tiffany Tak Tung Tse (MBA 21)
Timothy Goh (MBA 21)
Tonmoy Chakraborty (MBA 21)
Tristan Alexander Strathy (MBA 21)
Ugochukwu Ojiegbe (MBA 21)
Utsav Srivastava (MBA 21)
Van Phuc Nguyen (MBA 21)
Vandhana Sivakumar (MBA 21)
Vishwajitsinh Harendrasinh Atodaria (MBA 21)
Vitor Saiki Scarpinetti (MBA 21)
Wilson Teddy (MBA 21)
Woo Chun Shim (MBA 21)
Xianglong Zhang (MBA 21)
Xiaotong Ding (MBA 21)
Xu Han (MBA 21)
Xun Wang (MBA 21)
Yael Dina Chapman (MBA 21)
Yaorui Chen (MBA 21)
Yichen Cai (MBA 21)
Yifan Chen (MBA 21)
Yijia Gao (MBA 21)
Yiwen Sun (MBA 21)
Yuhui Zheng (MBA 21)
Yuqi Zhu (MBA 21)
Zenia Kerman Patel (MBA 21)
Zhenchao Qian (MBA 21)
Ziang Cheng (MBA 21)
Zixiao Ge (MBA 21)
Zizhong Zheng (MBA 21)
Anonymous (32)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Cushing</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Lauren Miranda</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Bravo-Judah</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chengbin Wu</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danilo Michele Giacovazzi</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Di Yang</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gang Liu</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaurang Paranjii</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harsh Ramesh Ruparelia</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Charles Brooke Biscoe</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiran Xin Liu</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luis Gerardo Ledinich Ascencio</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min Lu</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Heakes</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peiyi Zhu</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renos Tryphonas</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rishabh Sharma</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Malik</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvador Sacasa</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takanori Nagatomo</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasfia Chowdhury</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanci Zhu</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanpu Liu</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yifan Jiang</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yixue Gong</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuhuan Shao</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yun Guo</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuqing Zhang</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zi Yan Han</td>
<td>MFIN 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atiqul Alam Chowdhury</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bashaer Alshehri</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chenyu Xu</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Roger Drynan</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chuanhui Li</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danning Li</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Lok-Lam Wong</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Grimm</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enci Wang</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fouad Philippe Lahoud</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gengliang Xing</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giancarlo Damiano</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janpreet Singh</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jia Lu</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiatong Dou</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinjia Li</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junlin Zheng</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Yiely Elizalde</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karim Ali Amjad</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kshitij Bhatia</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohamed Habib Aounallah</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammad Mahin Ali</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson Wang</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rui Xiao</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santiago Castillo Penuela</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taha Sami Osmani</td>
<td>MFRM 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tetiana Sitiugina (MFRM 20)
Weichong Zhang (MFRM 20)
Xiaomeng Wang (MFRM 20)
Xican Yu (MFRM 20)
Xinyi Zheng (MFRM 20)
Yao Chen (MFRM 20)
Yu Qiu (MFRM 20)
Yuanqing Zhong (MFRM 20)
Zheyang Ren (MFRM 20)
Anonymous (2)

ROTMAN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT ENTRANCE AWARD - MASTER OF MANAGEMENT ANALYTICS PROGRAM

Aarushi Anand (MMa 20)
Amy Morgan Rowe (MMa 20)
Artur Cortez Bellotti De Oliveira (MMa 20)
Boran Fu (MMa 20)
Buse Balci (MMa 20)
Clara Chan (MMa 20)
David Ben (MMa 20)
Dominic Silk (MMa 20)
Eric Nielsen (MMa 20)
Faran Mahboubi (MMa 20)
Khalid Mohamed Askar (MMa 20)
Krithika Shankar (MMa 20)
Mohak Poddar (MMa 20)
Mohammad Raza Kazmi (MMa 20)
Numal Ramith Jayawardena (MMa 20)
Ryan Khurana (MMa 20)
Saksham Gulati (MMa 20)
Sandra Rofaiel (MMa 20)
Soha Heidar Damghani (MMa 20)
Sumiran Manghani (MMa 20)
Yoseph Zuskin (MMa 20)
Zifei Han (MMa 20)
Anonymous (1)

ROTMAN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT ENTRANCE AWARD - MORNING AND EVENING MBA PROGRAMS

Aparajit Sahai (MBA 22)
Aaron Michael Ma (MBA 22)
Aaron William Slade (MBA 22)
Abhishek Krishnamoorthy (MBA 22)
Aili Han (MBA 22)
Akintunde Akinyemi (MBA 22)
Alaa El-Din Abu Jarad (MBA 22)
Alexander Burnett (MBA 22)
Alexander Hofmann (MBA 22)
Alexis Johansen (MBA 22)
Angela Tianqi Li (MBA 22)
Anirudh Krishnakumar Iyer (MBA 22)
Ankita Sampat (MBA 22)
Annabelle Youxin Zhang (MBA 22)
Ashish Atri (MBA 22)
Balakumaran Srirangaswamy (MBA 22)
Behrad Dehghan (MBA 22)
Bilal Habib (MBA 22)
Bosong Gao (MBA 22)
Boxiang Zhang (MBA 22)
Breanna Ryan (MBA 22)
Brianna Guertin (MBA 22)
Chris Lade (MBA 22)
Christopher Antony (MBA 22)
Christopher David Keighley (MBA 22)
Chukwunonso Molokwu (MBA 22)
Daniel Jonathan Reddi (MBA 22)
Dharshan Casinathen (MBA 22)
Di Mi (MBA 22)
Dylan Alexander Young (MBA 22)
Ekaterina Seravalle (MBA 22)
Franz Hargo Muljo (MBA 22)
Gainan Yang (MBA 22)
George Puache (MBA 22)
Guangming Hu (MBA 22)
Guanran Zheng (MBA 22)
Hamza Riaz (MBA 22)
Hao Huang (MBA 22)
Harsh Bawa (MBA 22)
Howard Swartz (MBA 22)
Jian Ru Jiang (MBA 22)
Jiani Wu (MBA 22)
Jiaxing Qian (MBA 22)
Jill Ann Shakespeare (MBA 22)
Julie Browne (MBA 22)
Kari Ostevik (MBA 22)
Karina Girgla (MBA 22)
Kelvin Leung (MBA 22)
Krishnadas Mohanan (MBA 22)
Laila Rupani (MBA 22)
Maria Rosales (MBA 22)
Maxat Karimov (MBA 22)
Megan See Wa Hsu (MBA 22)
Mendel Solomon Weisbrod (MBA 22)
Mengshu Liu (MBA 22)
Nicheta Bhatia (MBA 22)
Parth Chaudhary (MBA 22)
Piotr Antoni Kluz (MBA 22)
Qi Chen (MBA 22)
Ravnit Singh Bhullar (MBA 22)
Renato Ferreira Santiago (MBA 22)
Safal Bhattrai (MBA 22)
Salem Alexi Raman (MBA 22)
Samir De Melo Franco Abrahao (MBA 22)
Sheng Fang (MBA 22)
Shivraj Karthik Ranganathan (MBA 22)
Silvia Mauser (MBA 22)
Smita Rashmikant Mehta (MBA 22)
Soham Banerjee (MBA 22)
Sonali Rana (MBA 22)
Syed Shaheer Aziz (MBA 22)
Tania Saleem (MBA 22)
Tatjana Zaharova (MBA 22)
Teresa Fox (MBA 22)
Viktoriya Vaisbrot (MBA 22)
Wasiullah Khan Muhammad (MBA 22)
Xiao Yun Gu (MBA 22)
Ying Guo (MBA 22)
Zhi Wei Ge (MBA 22)
Anonymous (17)

Amanvir Singh Gill (JD/MBA 22)
Andre Damata (JD/MBA 22)
Andro Fikry (JD/MBA 22)
Benjamin Isaac Errol Falconer (JD/MBA 22)
Bryn Mackenzie Berry (JD/MBA 22)
Daniel Korman (JD/MBA 22)
Danya Leah Firestone (JD/MBA 22)
David Yossef Elhadad (JD/MBA 22)
Eric Matthew Forsyth Auvinen (JD/MBA 22)
Gabriel Branagh Sutherland (JD/MBA 22)
Hailey Chin (JD/MBA 22)
Kelly Hawa (JD/MBA 22)
Kevin Khashayar Miri (JD/MBA 22)
Kirsten Shelby Taylor Roggeveen (JD/MBA 22)
Linda Xueqi Yang (JD/MBA 22)
Matteen Aaron Victory (JD/MBA 22)
Meizhang Xing (JD/MBA 22)
Olivia Jade Martin (JD/MBA 22)
Scarlet Sprung (JD/MBA 22)
Sunny Yun (JD/MBA 22)
Vivian Jean Poole (JD/MBA 22)
Zachary Lechner-Sung (JD/MBA 22)

Alessandro Mauro Cairo (SKOLL/MBA 21)
Daniel Samuel Noveilli (SKOLL/MBA 21)
Filip Kowalczyk (SKOLL/MBA 21)
Mark Eugene Chaboryk (SKOLL/MBA 21)

Carol Chor-Kiu Wong (PharmD/MBA 21)

Alessandro Mauro Cairo (SKOLL/MBA 21) - North America
Denis Burkov (MBA 21) - Europe & Central Asia
Elsa Abi-Khalil (MBA 21) - Middle East & Africa
Anonymous (MBA 21) - East Asia
Korawit Booranakit (MBA 21) - South East Asia
Laura Guadalupe Chavira Razo (MBA 21) - South and Central America and the Caribbean
Takreem Siddiqui (MBA 21) - South Asia
Rotman Vision-GRADitude Scholarship
Supported by the classes of 2005 and 2006, this scholarship is awarded to a student with high academic achievement.

Luke D Nystrom (MBA 21)

Russell Hiscock Scholarship
Awarded to an incoming Full-Time MBA student at the Rotman School of Management based on overall merit.

Kavya Haridas Pai (MBA 21)

Scotiabank Latin America Scholarships
Established by The Bank of Nova Scotia, these are awarded to entering Full-Time, Morning and Evening MBA and Master of Financial Risk Management students from Latin America on the basis of academic merit. Preference is given to students with demonstrated academic achievement and strong leadership qualities.

Karen Yisely Elizalde (MFRM 20) Luis Ramirez (MBA 21)
Laura Gomez-Cardona (MBA 21)

Scholarship For Women in Leadership: The Elizabeth Flisser Award
Awarded to women who are entering the Full-Time, Morning and Evening, Executive and Global Executive Master of Business Administration or Master of Finance programs at the Rotman School of Management. Recipients will be selected based on outstanding leadership potential in management.

Ekaterina Seravalle (MBA 22)

Sydney Cooper MBA Scholarship For Engineers
Established by Clairvest Group Inc. and The Rotman Family Foundation, this scholarship is awarded to entering Full-Time MBA students on the basis of academic merit. Preference is given to students who have graduated with a BASc in Civil Engineering from the University of Toronto.

Munib Rehman (MBA 21)

The Bonham Scholarship
Established by Mark Bonham (BCom 82), this scholarship is awarded to a student with outstanding GPA and GMAT scores and a background in the finance industry.

Guleeka Dhawan (MBA 21)

The Bridgeable Service Design Scholarship
To be awarded to entering Full-Time MBA students. Preference given to students with an interest in Business Design or Human Centered Design. Selections will be based on academic merit.

Shiuh Liang (MBA 21) Erik Joseph Bracciodieta (MBA 21)

The Chung Entrance Scholarship
Established by alumnus Charles Chung (MBA 78), this scholarship recognizes academic merit and demonstrated leadership or community involvement.

Oleksandra Dziubenko (MBA 21)
THE DONNAN FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP
Awarded to an entering Full-Time MBA student at the Rotman School of Management with work experience in food and consumer products.

Ruchir Shubro (MBA 21)

THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT FELLOWSHIP
Awarded to entering and continuing international MBA students.

Aditya Raina (MBA 21)        Rajarshi Das Gupta (MBA 21)
Neha Upadhyay (MBA 21)       Sonal Gupta (MBA 21)

THE JOSEPH L. ROTMAN SCHOLARSHIP
This scholarship, the full tuition value for an MBA, is the largest and most prestigious entrance scholarship available and is awarded annually to one truly exceptional student. Named in honour of the Rotman School of Management’s lead benefactor, Joseph L. Rotman.

Michelle Anne Molas (MBA 21)
THE SANDRA ROTMAN HEALTHCARE SCHOLARSHIP
Established by Sandra Rotman, this scholarship is awarded to incoming Full-Time, Morning and Evening MBA students on the basis of academic merit to students with a background in the health and life sciences sector who express an interest in pursuing a major/career in Health Sector Management.

Ada Wai Lam Kwong (MBA 21)
Afton Susan Hiscox (MBA 21)
Janice Pong (MBA 21)

THE WILLIAM BUTTIMER BURSARY
Awarded to an incoming Full-Time MBA student at the Rotman School of Management based on overall merit.

Ashwin Sanjay Chhabria (MBA 21)

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO CANADIAN CREDIT MANAGEMENT FOUNDATION (CCMF) FELLOWSHIP
Established in 1998 by Rotman School’s lead benefactor Dr. Marcel Desautels, the CCMF Fellowships are awarded to MBA and PhD students on the basis of academic merit. (PhD recipients are listed in the PhD Awards section.)

Breanna Ryan (MBA 22)
Derek Barnes (MBA 21)
Jian Ru Jiang (MBA 22)
Julie Browne (MBA 22)
Nikhil Dewan (MBA 21)
Sunny Yun (JD/MBA 22)

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO DELOITTE & TOUCHE SCHOLARSHIP
Created in 1997, this award supports students entering the MBA program.

Linda Xueqi Yang (JD/MBA 22)

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO LEON PAPE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Established in 1997 by University of Toronto graduate Barbara Stitt and family in honour of their father, Leon Pape, this award supports an exceptional incoming student.

Daniel Jonathan Reddi (MBA 22)

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS MBA FELLOWSHIP
Established by PricewaterhouseCoopers in 1999, this fellowship is awarded to a student who has a high academic standing and demonstrated involvement in their undergraduate studies or in the community.

Ziang Cheng (MBA 21)

VALUE INVESTING SCHOLARSHIP IN HONOUR OF JOHN H. WATSON
Established by friends and colleagues of John Watson, this award recognizes merit and supports incoming students with a demonstrated commitment to value investing.

Aaron Michael Ma (MBA 22)
Mengshu Liu (MBA 22)

VICTOR TUNG SCHOLARSHIP
Established by Victor Tung (EMBA ’12). To be awarded to an entering Master of Management Analytics Student who has shown interest in innovation based on their admissions application and academic merit.

Zifei Han (MBA 20)
WALTER B. COUTTS AWARD IN ACCOUNTING
Established in 1999 by Professor Emeritus Martin Evans, this award recognizes leadership in accounting.

Stephen Olusola Akinwale (MBA 21)

WENDY HANNAM SCHOLARSHIP
Established by Wendy Hannam (MBA 83) this scholarship is awarded to a domestic female student entering the Full-Time MBA program.

Vivian Jean Poole (JD/MBA 22)

WOMEN IN BUSINESS EXCELLENCE ENTRANCE AWARD – MORNING MBA PROGRAM
This award is given to incoming students based on academic merit and demonstrated leadership potential.

Jill Ann Shakespeare (MBA 22)  Smita Rashmikant Mehta (MBA 22)
Kari Ostevik (MBA 22)

WOMEN IN BUSINESS EXCELLENCE ENTRANCE AWARD – EVENING MBA PROGRAM
This award is given to incoming students based on academic merit and demonstrated leadership potential.

Ekaterina Seravalle (MBA 22)  Anonymous (1)
Mengshu Liu (MBA 22)

WOMEN’S EXCELLENCE ENTRANCE AWARD – MASTER OF FINANCE PROGRAM
This award is given to incoming students based on academic merit and demonstrated leadership potential.

Brittany Lauren Miranda (MFIN 21)  Catherine Bravo-Judah (MFIN 21)

WOMEN’S EXCELLENCE ENTRANCE AWARD – MASTER OF MANAGEMENT ANALYTICS PROGRAM
This award is given to incoming students based on academic merit and demonstrated leadership potential.

Clara Chan (MMA 20)

YUWEI ZHANG AND FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP
Established by Yuwei Zhang (BCom 14) and family to support Full-Time MBA students. Award is given on the basis of academic merit, with preference given to international students from China with an interest in innovation.

Hanbo Tian (MBA 21)
In-Program Awards: First Year

The following are the 2019 recipients of in-program awards for first-year students.

ACCESS TO SUCCESS FELLOWSHIP
Established in partnership with the Access to Success Organization, these are awarded to Rotman FT-MBA students who identify as having a permanent disability or disabilities on the basis of academic merit, contributions within and for accessibility spaces and communities, and lived experiences of overcoming obstacles to achieve academic, co-curricular and/or extra-curricular success.

Jimena Vergara (MBA 21)  
Justine Ashley Tainsh (MBA 21)  
Laura Guadalupe Chavira Razo (MBA 21)

CIBC WOMEN IN FINANCIAL SERVICES SCHOLARSHIPS
Established by CIBC in 2014, these scholarships are designed to encourage skilled and talented women to pursue postgraduate studies in a field within the financial services industry.

Guleeka Dhawan (MBA 21)  
Laura Gomez-Cardona (MBA 21)  
Qihui Li (MBA 21)

JOHN A. ROGERS AWARD IN LEADERSHIP
Established in 2006 to recognize the leadership of former MDS Inc. President and CEO, John A. Rogers (BCom 68), this award recognizes students with outstanding leadership qualities.

To be awarded later in 2019

KEVIN GLASS SCHOLARSHIP
Established by Kevin Glass (EMBA ‘92), this award is given to an Executive MBA student.

Anonymous

LANDRICH SCHOLARSHIP
Established in 1997, by Paul Richards (MBA 62) and ProScience, this scholarship recognizes an entering or continuing student based on academic excellence.

Anonymous

MARTIN OSSIP SCHOLARSHIP AT THE JEWISH FOUNDATION OF GREATER TORONTO
Established in 2008 by the Martin Ossip family at the United Jewish Foundation of Greater Toronto, this award recognizes students for their leadership and outstanding contributions to the Jewish community.

David Yossef Elhadad (JD/MBA 22)

MBA FELLOWSHIP FOR SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURS
Established in 2001 by University of Toronto graduate Bill Young, this fellowship is awarded annually to MBA students who have demonstrated an enhanced commitment to a respect for social entrepreneurship.

Saloni Janak Sheth (MBA 21)
ODED RAOR MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Established in 2016 by the Gerald Schwartz & Heather Reisman Foundation along with the Elderwood Foundation, and supported by donors from the EMBA Class of 2008, this award is given to students with demonstrated leadership or community involvement in the Jewish community and/or exemplifies ethics and values consistent with the traditional Jewish faith.

David Yossef Elhadad (JD/MBA 22)

PETER GODSOE/SCOTIABANK SCHOLARSHIP IN FINANCIAL ENGINEERING
Supported by Scotiabank and named in honour of Peter Godsoe, former Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the Bank of Nova Scotia, this scholarship is awarded to MBA students with high academic achievements: an entering student with a background and interest in financial engineering; and a returning student who has achieved outstanding performance in first year and is majoring in financial engineering.

Syed Shaheer Aziz (MBA 22)

PETER GODSOE/SCOTIABANK SCHOLARSHIP IN INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
Awarded to MBA students with high academic achievements: an entering student and a returning student with a background and interest in international finance, and high academic achievements.

Christopher Antony (MBA 22)

RAY AND JENNIFER KRUCK SCHOLARSHIP
Established in 2016 by alumnus Raymond Kruck and his wife Jennifer, this award is given to incoming international MBA students with a non-business background making the transition into business.

Madhur Goyal (MBA 21)

RISA GOLDBERG MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FOR WOMEN IN CAPITAL MARKETS AT THE ROTMAN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
Established in memory of Risa Goldberg (MBA 08), this scholarship is awarded to a female student on the basis of demonstrated academic excellence, community, volunteer activity, mentorship experience and intent to pursue a career in capital markets.

Stephanie Louise Looby (MBA 21)

THE SAPNA AWARD
Established in 2009 by the family and friends of Lal Khanna (MBA 71) this award is given to support an exceptional domestic student from South or Southeast Asia.

Aikansh Jain (MBA 21)

THE LEACROSS FOUNDATION AWARD FOR WOMEN AT THE ROTMAN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
Established by the Leacross Foundation in 2008, this award supports a female student who has demonstrated leadership, experience and interest in sectors where women are under-represented.

To be awarded later in 2020

WOMEN IN CAPITAL MARKETS (WCM) HEATHER L. MAIN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Created in 1999 by the Women in Capital Markets Institute to provide a lasting tribute to Heather L. Main, this award supports women enrolled in the MBA program who are studying and pursuing careers in capital markets.

Amanda Lewis (MBA 21)  Stephanie Louise Looby (MBA 21)
Meredith Baade (MBA 21)
In-Program Awards: Upper Year

The following are the 2019 recipients of in-program awards for upper-year students.

**ALVARO MALLARINO, IN BLACK AND WHITE REAL ESTATE TEAM SCHOLARSHIP**
Established by Alvaro Mallarino (MBA 04). To be awarded to two students in their second year of the Full-Time MBA program, having completed the first-year curriculum. All awards will be awarded to students from Latin America who demonstrate extraordinary involvement in the Rotman community. Selections will be based on academic merit.

**Alfredo Hernandez Martinez** (MBA 20)  
**Pablo Fernando Leite Naze** (MBA 20)

**BRADLEY DAVID GRIFFITHS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP AT THE ROTMAN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT**
Established by friends and family in memory of Toronto Financier and University of Toronto alumnus Bradley David Griffiths (Bcom 79), this award supports domestic students in the Full-Time MBA, Evening or Morning MBA program who have demonstrated leadership experience in finance, investment banking or energy.

**Adesola Oladipupo** (MBA 20)  
**Alexander Cyr** (MBA 20)

**CAROL PERRY SCHOLARSHIP IN HEALTH SECTOR MANAGEMENT**
Established in 2017, this award is given to an MBA student who is majoring in Health Sector Management or who has an interest in management of health care systems at the Rotman School of Management.

**Nishani Umasuthan** (MBA 21)

**CLASS OF 1997 SCHOLARSHIP**
Established by the Rotman MBA Class of 1997, this award recognizes students who, through leadership and commitment to excellence, have made a significant contribution to the learning experience of their classmates.

**Alison Valerie Bachynsky Zimmer** (MBA 20)  
**Marita Winslade** (MBA 20)

**CLASS OF 2002 MBA AWARD**
Established by the Class of 2002, this award recognizes second-year Full-Time MBA students who have made outstanding contributions to the Rotman community.

**Ashley Nagi** (MBA 20)  
**Leonel Fok** (MBA 20)

**CLASS OF 2003 TRAYTEN JENSEN MEMORIAL AWARD**
Supported by the Class of 2003 in memory of fellow classmate Trayten Jensen, this award recognizes a student who has made outstanding contributions to Rotman and/or the community.

**Temiloluwa Adebusola Adegun** (MBA 20)
**Duncan Taylor Memorial Award**
Awarded to a second year MBA student with high academic standing in the area of forecasting techniques and/or econometric methods.

**Neil Kurtzer** (MBA 20)

**Gordon F. Cheesbrough MBA Graduate Fellowship**
Established by business leader and University of Toronto graduate Gordon F. Cheesbrough, this award supports a Rotman School student specializing in ethics or finance.

**Sophia Brownell Duncan** (MBA 20)

**Heather M. Reisman Prize in Organizational Behaviour**
Established by University of Toronto President Emeritus J. Robert S. Prichard to honour Heather Reisman’s contributions to the University of Toronto, the prize is awarded to the student who has achieved the highest standing in the Leading People in Organizations course, and exceptional academic achievement from first-year.

**Matthew Petroff** (MBA 20)

**Honourable John Dawson Ground Prize in Leadership & Ethics**
Established in 2007 by the friends and family of Justice John Dawson Ground, this prize is awarded to the JD/MBA student who has the highest standing in the core Business Ethics course, and achieved the highest overall academic performance in the first year of the MBA program.

*To be awarded later in 2020*

**Institute For Gender and the Economy Fellowships**
Awarded to in-program MBA students with a demonstrated interest and commitment to issues relating to Gender and the Economy.

**Asli Zayim** (MBA 20)
**Chinedum Nwaogwugwu** (MBA 20)
**Maria Kristina Roderos** (MBA 20)

**Pablo Fernando Leite Naze** (MBA 20)
**Robert Alexander Nanni** (JD/MBA 21)

**Jeffrey Skoll Scholarships**
Awarded to students enrolled in the Full-Time MBA program who have graduated with an engineering degree in the past five years and with a preference to be given to graduates from the Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering at the University of Toronto.

**Andrew James McFarlane** (SKOLL/MBA 20)
**Jonathan Samuel Kong** (SKOLL/MBA 20)
**Joshua David Levinson** (MBA 20)
**Kaitlin Anne Sutherland** (MBA 20)
**Matthew Arthur Freibauer** (SKOLL/MBA 20)

**Michael Taft** (MBA 20)
**Nicole Lynn Parkes** (SKOLL/MBA 20)
**Saif Al-Orfali** (MBA 20)
**Tamara Teofanovic** (MBA 20)

**John H. Watson Scholarship in Value Investing**
Established by friends and colleagues of John Watson, this award recognizes merit and supports continuing students with a demonstrated commitment to and interest in value investing.

**Wenwen Xi** (MBA 20)
**Yi Tao** (MBA 20)
JOSEPH KERZNER AWARD
Named in honour of Toronto businessman Joseph Kerzner, this award recognizes a student with high academic standing in the core accounting courses.

Jiaqi Luo (MBA 20)

KAMI/MARTZ SCHOLARSHIP IN STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
Established in 2004 by Managerial Design in honour of business strategists Michael Kami and Bill Martz, this scholarship is awarded to an in-program student majoring in strategy, consulting, innovation and entrepreneurship, or global management.

Saurabh Singh (MBA 20)

KATHY DUFFY MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, PRESENTED BY ACCENTURE
Established by Accenture and named in memory of Kathy Duffy, a partner at Accenture who was actively involved in the MBA program, this award recognizes MBA students with high academic standing who have demonstrated leadership in the community and who have an interest in pursuing a career in consulting.

David Ward (MBA 20)

LISA HAMANN MEMORIAL AWARD
Established by Hydro One in 1995 in memory of their valued employee Lisa Hamann, this award is given to a female student with a high academic standing who has demonstrated leadership in extra-curricular activities and who has an interest in international studies.

Rachel Sarah Taylor (MBA 20)

LUCIO CAPPOLA MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP IN LEADERSHIP
Established in 2004 by the family and friends of Lucio Cappola (MBA ’87), this scholarship recognizes academic achievement and leadership.

Robert Alexander Nanni (JD/MBA 21)

MARTIN OSSIP SCHOLARSHIP AT THE JEWISH FOUNDATION OF GREATER TORONTO
Established in 2008 by the Martin Ossip family at the United Jewish Foundation of Greater Toronto, this award recognizes students for their leadership and outstanding contributions to the Jewish community.

Benjamin Eliyahu Buckler (JD/MBA 21) Charles Burger (MBA 20)

MARY JANE FELKER FELLOWSHIP
Created by a gift from the estate of the late Mary Jane Felker, these fellowships are awarded to students who have demonstrated outstanding academic achievement.

Tamara Teofanovic (MBA 20)

MARY VERNIA SIMMONDS ROTMAN MBA FELLOWSHIP IN SOCIAL CHANGE
Established in 2007, this fellowship recognizes a student who has a demonstrated commitment to, and rigorous understanding of, corporate social responsibility, corporate and global citizenship, not-for-profit and social enterprise, or social justice.

Sophia Brownell Duncan (MBA 20)
PETER GODSOE/SCOTIABANK SCHOLARSHIP IN FINANCIAL ENGINEERING

Supported by Scotiabank and named in honour of Peter Godsoe, former Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the Bank of Nova Scotia, this scholarship is awarded to MBA students with high academic achievements: an entering student with a background and interest in financial engineering; and a returning student who has achieved outstanding performance in first year and is majoring in financial engineering.

Ehsan Butt (MBA 20)

PETER GODSOE/SCOTIABANK SCHOLARSHIP IN INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

Awarded to MBA students with high academic achievements: an entering student and a returning student with a background and interest in international finance, and high academic achievements.

Shuyi Zhang (MBA 20)

RIP GAUTHIER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP IN MARKETING

Established by FirstService Corporation in 2003 to honour business entrepreneur, and founder of the Canadian Marketing Association, Rip Gauthier, this scholarship is awarded to a student who exhibits leadership and expertise in marketing.

Saurabh Singh (MBA 20)

ROTMAN 2004 NON-PROFIT INTERNSHIP SCHOLARSHIP

Awarded to an in-program MBA student with a summer internship in the not-for-profit sector.

Abhijith Sathyajith Shetty (MBA 20)

ROTMAN SCHOLAR AWARDS

Rotman Scholar Awards recognize the academic excellence, strong leadership and communication skills of upper-year students.

Alexander Soutsos (MBA 20)  
Alexis Minz (MBA 20)  
Benjamin Eliyahu Buckler (JD/MBA 21)  
Benjamin Wedge (MBA 20)  
Bo Bi (MBA 20)  
Bradley Alan Souter (MBA 20)  
Christopher Fong Tin Yan (MBA 21)  
Daniel Mattias Cowen (MBA 20)  
Davina Shivratan (JD/MBA 20)  
Dev Vrat Khanna (MBA 20)  
Francis Emery (MBA 21)  
Franklin Tafadzwa Gumeyi (MBA 20)  
Huy Quang Dam (MBA 20)  
Jiaqi Luo (MBA 20)  
Jigar Patel (MBA 20)  
Jonathon Stadler Asa (JD/MBA 21)  
Julia Suzanne Tory (JD/MBA 20)  
Kaitlin Anne Sutherland (MBA 20)  
Katherine Shapiro (JD/MBA 21)  
Laura Doyle (MBA 20)  
Leah Elizabeth Anne Morris (MGA/MBA 20)  
Maaha Khawar (MBA 20)  
Mingyang Wang (MBA 20)  
Mohammad Asad Rehman Chaudhry (MBA 20)  
Neil Bhatt (JD/MBA 21)  
Nirali Desai (MBA 20)  
Preyas Mukul Patel (MBA 20)  
Rachel Sarah Taylor (MBA 20)  
Robert Zachary Yack Marks (JD/MBA 21)  
Rohan Mathew (MBA 20)  
Ruijie Richard Liu (MBA 20)  
Samrat Kochhar (MBA 20)  
Sisi Yang (MBA 20)  
Stephanie Gabriella Taylor (JD/MBA 21)  
Tian Yao Xia (MBA 20)  
Vamika Bajaj (MBA 20)  
William Sawkiw (MBA 21)  
Yue Jiang (JD/MBA 20)  
Yurisleidy Zoreda Vazquez (MBA 20)  
Yutao Chen (MBA 20)  
Zhiying Chen (MBA 20)
Established by Birch Hill Equity Partners in 2008, this award supports a student who has excelled in finance or investment management.

**Taylor William Cluett (MBA 20)**

**THE DONNAN FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP**
Awarded to an in-program Full-Time MBA student at the Rotman School of Management with work experience in food and consumer products.

**Gabriel Lopes De Lucca (MBA 20)**

**THE GEORGE C. VILIM SCHOLARSHIP IN EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT**
Established in 2008 by Aecon Group, Managerial Design and Brendan Calder in honour of successful businessman and valued mentor George C. Vilim, this scholarship is awarded to a student who has demonstrated high academic achievement in a strategic management course.

**Felipe David Ortuno De La O (MBA 20)**

**THE GRAYWOOD DEVELOPMENTS SCHOLARSHIP**
To be awarded to Full-Time MBA students, entering their second year. Preference given to students with an interest in Real Estate and demonstrated financial need. Selections will be based on academic merit.

**Olawale Olutayo Oyebanjo (MBA 20)**

**THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT FELLOWSHIP**
Awarded to international MBA Students on the basis of academic merit and contributions to the Rotman community.

**Dev Vrat Khanna (MBA 20)**
**Kanika Sachdeva (MBA 20)**
**Franklin Tafadzwa Gumeyi (MBA 20)**
**Pablo Fernando Leite Naze (MBA 20)**

**THE LEACROSS FOUNDATION AWARD FOR WOMEN AT THE ROTMAN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT**
Established by the Leacross Foundation in 2008, this award supports a female student who has demonstrated leadership, experience and interest in sectors where women are under-represented.

**To be awarded later in 2020**

**TORQUEST SCHOLARS AWARD**
Awarded to one Full-Time MBA student and one JD/MBA student who are entering year two of the MBA program. Recipients must demonstrate academic excellence, volunteer within his or her community and exhibit an intent to pursue a career in Private Equity.

**Benjamin Eliyahu Buckler (JD/MBA 22)**
**Cassidy Danielle De Winter (MBA 20)**

**WELLINGTON FINANCIAL LP AWARD IN TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION & ANALYSIS**
Awarded to an in-program international or domestic Full-Time MBA student who has a passion for technology and strong leadership skills.

**Yutao Chen (MBA 20)**

**WILLIAM WATERS AWARD**
Named after Professor Emeritus William Waters, this award provides emergency assistance for students enrolled in any of the Rotman School’s programs.

**Anonymous**
Ontario Graduate Scholarships

BILL REDDIN MANAGERIAL EFFECTIVENESS SCHOLARSHIP
David Ward (MBA 20)

FIDELITY INVESTMENTS CANADA LIMITED SCHOLARSHIP
Davina Shivratan (JD/MBA 20)

HOME CAPITAL ONTARIO GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP IN HONOUR OF JOHN J. RUFFO
Stuart Lloyd Bacon (MBA 21)

HSBC BANK OF CANADA SCHOLARSHIP
Nishtha Midha (MBA 20)
Soroush Asgarinia (MBA 21)

J. MURRAY ARMITAGE SCHOLARSHIP
Afton Susan Hiscox (MBA 21)
Bashir Chalabi (MBA 21)
Charles Burger (MBA 20)
Mark David (MBA 20)

LARRY WASSER SCHOLARSHIP
Daniel Christian Andrew Graham (MBA 20)
Yule Schmidt (MBA 21)

MARTIN EVANS SCHOLARSHIP
Mohammad Asad Rehman Chaudhry (MBA 20)

PETER F. DRUCKER EFFECTIVE EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP
Andrea Yuning Lo (MBA 20)

PETER J. IRVINE SCHOLARSHIP
Tetiana Sitiugina (MBA 20)

ONTARIO GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP
Daphné Baldassari (PHD)
Laura Goodyear (PHD)
Marco Salerno (PHD)
Robin Malik (MFIN 21)
Solomiya Draga (PHD)
Executive MBA, Global Executive MBA and Global Executive MBA-HLS Awards

Aisha Dhalla
Anastasia Aguinaldo
Anton Barkov
Apoorva Mohan
Ashley Buckle
Ashwini Shanmugam
Deepa Mallesh
Eam Keu
George Uzonwanne
Harish Bhaskar
Ibrahim Ibrahim
Jessica Karl
Jianhua Li
Kiran Hayat
Loren Rita
Mariana Saraiva
Matthew Latham
Matthew Smith
Moazzam Chanda
Mohsen Manzari
Neil Witcomb
Nikhil Chitre
Pooja Pundhir
Prasen Agali
Ravneet Kaur
Remigiusz Rybicki
Rishi Randhawa
Stephen Brierley
Sulbha Gupta
Talal Choudhry
Tomislav Hrkač
Tommy Lo
Victor Ng
Xijuan Zhang

Aaron Shapland
Alfina Abdrahimova
Antonio Lisi
Armen Keuleyan
Bingjun Li
Clemens Strauss
Courtney Muir
Daniel Hu
Elena Afanasieva
Georgios Papageorgiou
Geradoux Sigoue Ahyouba
Giulia Burani
Iris Lam
John Campion
Jose Galdos Vadillo
Julie Elizabeth Esca
Justin Cheung
Laura Muccini
Merideth Cox
Mitchell Boulton
Mohamad Trabulsy
Natalia Pereira Rastelli
Pervaiz Ahmed
Richard Downe
Robert Rankin
Sharon O’Sullivan
Shuang Shan
Svetlin Ziapkov
Timur Zhetpisbayev
Valcony (Yingyu) Sun
Victor Lee
Vittoria Teresa Maria Cortese
Zeenat Zahir
Abiola Ojumu
Carol Wiebe
Christine Allen
David Rotenberg
Deirdre Shipley
Elancheliyan
Ambalavanar
Elham Khalkhali
Eric Pak
Giovanni Marotta
Hitesh Bhaskar
Kevin Chan

Lachlan Holmes
Michael-Alice Moga
Nafisa Kanji
Nigil Haroon
Peter Dean
Prashant Phalpher
Richard Ward
Rola Shaheen
Sujata Ganguli
Tara Kessaram
Vitaliy Suprunov
Wesam Abuzaiter
PhD Awards

CAPITAL MARKET GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP
Awarded to PhD students based on academic merit.

Anna Rozhkova (PHD)  Muhammad Zohair Alam (PHD)

GRADUATE STUDENT ENDOIMENT FUND
Awarded to PhD students based on academic merit.

Mahsa Hosseini (PHD)  Tianshu Lu (PHD)
Shushu Jiang (PHD)

HARVEY RORKE FINANCIAL FOUNDATION OF CANADA PHD FELLOWSHIP
This award, generously funded by the Financial Research Foundation of Canada, is awarded to PhD students on the basis of academic merit.

Chanik Jo (PHD)  Gang Li (PHD)

JAMES POAPST FELLOWSHIPS
Established in honour of Professor Emeritus James Poapst, this fellowship is awarded to PhD students on the basis of academic merit and financial need.

Ramin Forouzandeh (PHD)  Yuali Zhao (PHD)
Setereh Farjollahzadeh (PHD)

PHD FELLOWSHIP IN HONOUR OF MYRON J. GORDON
Awarded to PhD students based on academic merit and financial need.

Carmen Quezada Hernandez (PHD)

PHD FELLOWSHIP IN HONOUR OF PETER PAULY
Named in honour of Professor Peter Pauly, highly respected faculty member and administrator at the Rotman School of Management for over 26 years. Awarded to PhD students based on academic merit.

Lorenzo Cecutti (PHD)

PHD FELLOWSHIP IN HONOUR OF ROBERT HOUSE
Awarded to PhD students based on academic merit and financial need.

Ruoxi Xie (PHD)
ROSE PATTERN FELLOWSHIP
Awarded on the basis of academic merit to a PhD student at the Rotman School of Management.

Noémie Bucourt (PHD)

SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES RESEARCH COUNCIL AWARD

Bingxu Fang (PHD)  Chong He (PHD)

THE ERNST & YOUNG GRADUATE FUND IN MEMORY OF ROSS M. SKINNER
Established by Ernst & Young in 2006 in memory of one of their leading partners Ross Skinner, the scholarship is awarded to two PhD students specializing in accounting.

Shibin Tang (PHD)  Yihan Liu (PHD)

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO CANADIAN CREDIT MANAGEMENT FOUNDATION (CCMF) FELLOWSHIP
Established in 1998 by Rotman School’s lead benefactor Dr. Marcel Desautels, the CCMF Fellowships are awarded to MBA and PhD students on the basis of academic merit. (MBA recipients are listed in the MBA Awards section).

Hojat Alah Abdolanezha (PHD)  Saman Lagzi (PHD)
Michael Marin (PHD)  Siyin Chen (PHD)
Muhammed Azim (PHD)  Yu Wang (PHD)

WILLIAM OSBORN TWAITS FELLOWSHIP
Created by the estate of William Osborn Twaits, this fellowship supports PhD students on the basis of academic merit.

Mingyue Zhang (PHD)
The Dean’s Lists give recognition to current students ranked in the top 20 per cent of each class. The graduating MBA and Master of Finance students were recognized at Convocation this past June and November.

**Dean’s Lists**

Full-Time MBA

**DEAN’S LIST AND ANDREW ALEXANDER KINGHORN AWARD**

This award recognizes the student who achieved the highest GPA in their class after the completion of the first year of the Full-Time MBA core curriculum.

Nicole Lynn Parkes (SKOLL/MBA 20)  
Nishtha Midha (MBA 20)

**DEAN’S LIST AND ANDREW ALEXANDER KINGHORN FELLOWSHIP**

Awarded in recognition of students who ranked in the top 10 per cent of their class in the first year of the Full-Time MBA core curriculum.

Alexander Cyr (MBA 20)  
Benjamin Eliyahu Buckler (JD/MBA 21)  
Bradley Alan Souter (MBA 20)  
Cassidy Danielle De Winter (MBA 20)  
Charles Burger (MBA 20)  
Cindy Ahyoung Kang (JD/MBA 21)  
Danica Kathryn Bennewies (JD/MBA 21)  
David Cronin (MBA 20)  
Dev Vrat Khanna (MBA 20)  
Jessica Victoria Reid (JD/MBA 21)  
Jiaqi Luo (MBA 20)  
Jonas Mutukistna (JD/MBA 21)  
Jonathon Stadler Asa (JD/MBA 21)  
Kaitlin Anne Sutherland (MBA 20)  
Kanha Arora (MGA/MBA 20)  
Lane Douglas Shelley (MBA 20)  
Marita Winslade (MBA 20)  
Mark David (MBA 20)  
Maxfield Paul Bradshaw (MBA 20)  
Paul Alexander Capparelli (JD/MBA 21)  
Preyas Mukul Patel (MBA 20)  
Robert Alexander Nanni (JD/MBA 21)  
Robert Steven Garven (MBA 20)  
Robert Zachary Yack Marks (JD/MBA 21)  
Rohan Mathew (MBA 20)  
Stephanie Gabriella Taylor (JD/MBA 21)  
Tamara Teofanovic (MBA 20)  
Taylor William Cluett (MBA 20)  
Tian Yao Xia (MBA 20)  
Wenwen Xi (MBA 20)  
Zhiying Chen (MBA 20)
DEAN’S LIST
Recognizes students ranked in the top 11-20 per cent of the Full-Time MBA core curriculum.

Adam Campbell Ghislain Delva (MBA 20)  Michael Taft (MBA 20)
Adesola Oladipupo (MBA 20)  Pablo Fernando Leite Naze (MBA 20)
Alexis Minz (MBA 20)  Prateek Mishra (MBA 20)
Andrew James McFarlane (SKOLL/MBA 20)  Ralph Haikal Dargham (MBA 20)
Annie Yue Qin (MBA 20)  Rashi Hemant Sharma (MBA 20)
Chaitanya Narula (MBA 20)  Ravtej Singh Grewal (JD/MBA 21)
Choon Kim Heng (MBA 20)  Saurabh Singh (MBA 20)
Christopher R Vettese (MBA 20)  Shivam Verma (MBA 20)
Franklin Tafadzwa Gumeyi (MBA 20)  Simon Bali (MBA 20)
Huy Pham (MBA 20)  Stephen Jeffrey Morton (MBA 20)
Jacob Macgowan (MBA 20)  Vamika Bajaj (MBA 20)
Jeffrey Petroff (MBA 20)  Viacheslav Linetckii (MBA 20)
Julian Hung (PharmD/MBA 20)  Yifei Liu (MBA 20)
Long Nguyen (MBA 20)  Yurisleidy Zoreda Vazquez (MBA 20)
Marwan Hamdan (MBA 20)  Yutao Chen (MBA 20)
Matthew Arthur Freibauer (SKOLL/MBA 20)  Zachary Louis Albert Green (JD/MBA 21)
Matthew Petroff (MBA 20)  Zihao Jiang (JD/MBA 21)

Evening MBA

DEAN’S LIST WITH DISTINCTION
Recognizes the student who achieved the highest GPA after the completion of the MBA core curriculum.

Daniel Christian Andrew Graham (MBA 20)

DEAN’S LIST, FIRST CLASS
Recognizes students ranked in the top 10 per cent of their class after completion of the MBA core curriculum.

Arjun Kumar Basu (MBA 20)  Yaakov Erlich (MBA 20)
Christopher Hebert (MBA 20)  Yanwen Yang (MBA 20)
Leonel Fok (MBA 20)

DEAN’S LIST
Recognizes the students ranked in the top 11-20 per cent of their class after completing the MBA core curriculum.

Andrea Yuning Lo (MBA 20)  Herbert Lam (MBA 20)
Austin Ip (MBA 20)  Mohammad Asad Rehman Chaudhry (MBA 20)
Daniel Shuhan Weng (MBA 20)  Mohammad Ijlal Javed (MBA 20)
Morning MBA

DEAN’S LIST WITH DISTINCTION
Recognizes the student who achieved the highest GPA after the completion of the MBA core curriculum.

David Ward (MBA 20)

DEAN’S LIST, FIRST CLASS
Recognizes students ranked in the top 10 per cent of their class after completion of the MBA core curriculum.

Bradley Leufkens (MBA 20)  Nadim Barakat (MBA 20)
Heather Trommels (MBA 21)  Neil Kurtzer (MBA 20)

DEAN’S LIST
Recognizes the students ranked in the top 11-20 per cent of their class after completing the MBA core curriculum.

Amariam Ukala (MBA 20)  Kain Petterson (MBA 20)
Brad Brown (MBA 20)  Yatharth Nagpal (MBA 20)
Jigar Patel (MBA 20)

Master of Finance

DEAN’S LIST WITH DISTINCTION AND MASTER OF FINANCE DIRECTOR’S CONTINUING SCHOLARSHIP
Recognizes the student who achieved the highest GPA in their class after the completion of the Master of Finance core curriculum.

Yekaterina Ni (MFIN 20)

DEAN’S LIST, FIRST CLASS
Recognizes students ranked in the top 10 per cent of their class after completing the Master of Finance core curriculum.

Nero Wei (MFIN 20)  Stanton Benjamin Strasser (MFIN 20)
Panxue Du (MFIN 20)  Varun Chandra (MFIN 20)

DEAN’S LIST
Recognizes students ranked in the top 11-20 per cent of the Master of Finance core curriculum.

David Fontebasso (MFIN 20)  Yuefang Zhu (MFIN 20)

Master of Financial Risk Management and Master of Management Analytics
Students in the MFRM and MMA programs are acknowledged for their achievements only after the completion of the program. Dean’s List candidates for the Master of Financial Risk Management and Master of Management Analytics are recognized at convocation in June.

Executive MBA, Global Executive MBA and Global Executive MBA-HLS
Students in the Executive MBA, Global Executive MBA and Global Executive MBA-HLS programs are acknowledged for their achievements only after the completion of the program and recognized at convocation in June.
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For information on creating a student award at the Rotman School, please contact the Rotman Development team at 416-978-8825 or development@rotman.utoronto.ca.

Congratulations to all recipients and a sincere thank you to our award donors.